Billy Beg And His Bull: An Irish Tale
Synopsis

With magical gifts from the bull his mother had given him, the son of an Irish king manages to prove his bravery and win a princess as his wife.
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Customer Reviews

Best children's book available: "I got a piece of pie for telling a lie and then I came slithering home."
I encountered this story in a Collier's collection in my youth, 45 years ago, and have never forgotten it. A wonderful story.

Well i love this story because it is much like the cinderella story but it is with a boy this time. It shows his adventures and the friendship between Billy and the bull. It shows that good always prevails over evil. That is why i would really recommend this book to broaden your imagination and creativity.

I was looking for Cinderella variations for a 4th grade class and this was a recommended title. The story was definitely a Cindy variation but a little bloody for 4th grade. I will have to be cautious in choosing who uses this. Wish I had known before purchasing.
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